A model-based approach for clustering of multivariate semicontinuous data with application to dietary pattern analysis and intervention.
Semicontinuous data, characterized by a sizable number of zeros and observations from a continuous distribution, are frequently encountered in health research concerning food consumptions, physical activities, medical and pharmacy claims expenditures, and many others. In analyzing such semicontinuous data, it is imperative that the excessive zeros be adequately accounted for to obtain unbiased and efficient inference. Although many methods have been proposed in the literature for the modeling and analysis of semicontinuous data, little attention has been given to clustering of semicontinuous data to identify important patterns that could be indicative of certain health outcomes or intervention effects. We propose a Bernoulli-normal mixture model for clustering of multivariate semicontinuous data and demonstrate its accuracy as compared to the well-known clustering method with the conventional normal mixture model. The proposed method is illustrated with data from a dietary intervention trial to promote healthy eating behavior among children with type 1 diabetes. In the trial, certain diabetes friendly foods (eg, total fruit, whole fruit, dark green and orange vegetables and legumes, whole grain) were only consumed by a proportion of study participants, yielding excessive zero values due to nonconsumption of the foods. Baseline foods consumptions data in the trial are used to explore preintervention dietary patterns among study participants. While the conventional normal mixture model approach fails to do so, the proposed Bernoulli-normal mixture model approach has shown to be able to identify a dietary profile that significantly differentiates the intervention effects from others, as measured by the popular healthy eating index at the end of the trial.